Effects of Body Mass-Based Squat Training in Adolescent Boys
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of body mass-based squat training on body composition, muscular strength and motor fitness in adolescent boys. Ninety-four boys (13.7 ± 0.6 yrs, 1.60 ± 0.09 m, 50.2 ± 9.6 kg) participated in this study and were randomly assigned to training (n = 36) or control (n = 58) groups. The training group completed body mass-based squat exercise training (100 reps/day, 45 sessions) for 8 weeks. Body composition and muscle thickness at the thigh anterior were determined by a bioelectrical impedance analyzer and ultrasound apparatus, respectively. Maximal voluntary knee extension strength and sprint velocity were measured using static myometer and non-motorized treadmill, respectively. Jump height was calculated using flight time during jumping, which was measured by a matswitch system. The 8-wk body mass-based squat training significantly decreased percent body fat (4.2%) and significantly increased the lean body mass (2.7%), muscle thickness (3.2%) and strength of the knee extensors (16.0%), compared to control group. The vertical jump height was also significantly improved by 3.4% through the intervention. The current results indicate that body mass-based squat training for 8 weeks is a feasible and effective method for improving body composition and muscular strength of the knee extensors, and jump performance in adolescent boys.
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Introduction
Resistance training with moderate- and high-loads is an effective method for improving body composition and muscular strength from childhood to adolescence (Behringer et al., 2010; Malina, 2006) and does not appear to adversely affect growth or cause any injuries when it is executed with proper technique (Malina, 2006). Prior studies (Faigenbaum et al., 2002; Lillegard et al., 1997; Lubans et al., 2010; Ozmun et al., 1994; Sailors and Berg, 1987; Velez et al., 2010; Weltman et al., 1986) have adopted supervised programs using training equipment which enables moderate to heavy resistance load. On the other hand, a body mass-based exercise such as a jump and squat can be performed without space or equipment concerns, and may not be too demanding with large populations. Mackay and colleagues (Macdonald et al., 2008; MacKevie et al., 2003; McKay et al., 2005; Naylor et al., 2006) have demonstrated that a 10- to 12-min body mass-based jump training improved bone mineral content, body composition and jump performances, and suggested that the body mass-based jump training increases physical activity opportunities throughout the school day (Naylor et al., 2006).

Recently, we demonstrated that a body mass-based squat training program improved knee extension strength in elderly individuals (Nakamoto et al., 2012; Yoshitake et al., 2011). The body mass-based exercise adopted in the prior studies has some advantages in that it can be performed anywhere and for a short duration (approximately 15 min) with large populations. However, there is less information concerning the influence of body mass-based training on not only muscle strength but also body composition and motor fitness in adolescents. If body mass-based training can be a modality for improving body composition, muscle strength and motor fitness for adolescents, it could be a safe and convenient training method for inclusion in school physical education programs. Therefore, the present study aimed to determine the effects of body mass-based training on body composition, muscular strength and motor fitness in adolescent boys.

Methods
Participants
Ninety-four boys (13.7 ± 0.6 yrs at baseline) participated in this study. All participants were recruited from our pilot school. The physical characteristics of the participants were similar to the normative data of Japanese boys reported by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. The participants were divided into training (n = 36) and control (n = 58) groups. The number of times participating in the current program was accepted prior to intervention, consisted of table tennis (n = 12) and volleyball (n = 11), track and field (n = 5), and Japanese archery (n = 8). Those in control group were baseball (n = 24), soccer (n = 22), swimming (n = 5) and kendo (n = 3). The number of times participating in a week and duration involved in their athletic activities in a day were 5.0 ± 2.0 days/week and 2.4 ± 0.9 h/day respectively. All participants involved in the activities had experienced competitions at a regional level.

This study was approved by the ethical committee of National Institute of Fitness and Sports in Kanoya (No. 10-3) and was consistent with their requirements for human experimentation. Prior to the experiment, all participants and their parents were informed of the purpose and procedures of this study and possible risks of the measurements beforehand. Written informed consent was obtained from each subject and their parents/legal guardians.
Experimental design
A parallel control-intervention research design was used in this study. The training period was 8 weeks. The exercise used was a body mass-based squat movement at a pace of once every 2 s. We instructed the participants to squat until their thighs were parallel to floor. In a preliminary study using 16 young adults (9 males and 7 females), a training program with exercise style adopted here for 8 weeks (5-6 times/week) produced a significant gain in isometric maximal voluntary knee extension strength. In the training program, the participants were required to repeat the squat movement for 3 minutes at a pace of once every 2 s (<90 repetitions/session). By taking this result into account, we set the target number of repetitions per day for the squat movement of 100 repetitions/day and the participants were required to perform it after their school curriculum excluding holidays (4-6 days/week). The number of the performed training sessions was recorded in a notebook by the participants. The control group was asked to refrain from any resistance training and maintain their normal physical activities and nutrition behaviors throughout the intervention period.

Outcome measurements
The anthropometry, body composition, muscular strength, and motor fitness were determined before and after the intervention. The examiners performed outcome measurements as below, and were blinded to which groups (training group or control group) the participants belonged to.

Measurements of anthropometry and body composition: Body height was measured using a manual stadiometer to the nearest 0.1 cm. After cleaning their feet with a cloth soaked by alcohol, a bioelectrical impedance analyzer with leg-to-leg system (DC-320, Tanita, Japan) was used to determine body mass to the nearest 0.1 kg, and estimate percent body fat by using the input variables of body height and sex. The leg-to-leg system has a reliability for estimating body composition with 2.1% of coefficient of variation for inter-day measurement. Furthermore, this method has been adopted for determining the body composition for children (Sampei et al., 2008). Body mass index was calculated as mass (kg) divided by height squared (m²). Lean body mass was calculated from percent body fat and body mass.

Measurements of muscle thickness at thigh anterior: Muscle thickness at the thigh anterior was measured by a B-mode ultrasound (Prosound 2, Aloka, Japan) with a linear scanner. During the measurement, the participants remained in a standing position with their arms and legs relaxed extended position. In accordance with a procedure described in an earlier study (Abe et al., 1994), the measurement site was precisely located and marked at the anterior surface in the middle of the femur length (the distance from the great trochanter of the femur to articular cleft between the femur and tibia condyles). A transducer with a 7.5 MHz scanning head was placed perpendicular to the underlying muscle and bone tissues. The scanning head was coated with water-soluble transmission gel, which provided acoustic contact without depressing the dermal surface. The obtained ultrasonographic images were printed out by an echo copier. The muscle thickness of thigh anterior was measured as the distance between the fat-muscle tissue and muscle-bone interfaces. According to dimensional analysis (Asmussen and Heeb00lu-Nielsen, 1955), muscle thickness was divided by the one-third power of lean body mass. The precision and linearity of the image reconstruction have been confirmed elsewhere (Kawakami et al., 1993). The one examiner performed the muscle thickness measurements throughout this study. In preliminary experiments, the examiner performed the repeatability test of the muscle thickness measurements on 3 separate day (>7 days) with 3 participants. The intraclass correlation coefficient for the muscle thickness measurement was ≥0.97, satisfied the standard value of repeatability, ≥0.75 (Vincent, 1995). Measurement error was less than 1.0 mm. The coefficient of variation for the test-retest of the muscle thickness values was less than 5%.

Measurements of maximal knee extension strength (KES): Maximal voluntary strength in knee extension was measured using a specially designed myometer (TAKEI, Niigata, Japan) in accordance with a procedure described in previous studies (Nakamoto et al., 2012; Yoshitake et al., 2011). The right leg was measured for all participants. The participants sat on the machine at 90 degree of hip and knee joint. The subject’s hip was fixed by a non-elastic belt to prevent their hip from moving. The participants gradually exerted muscle force from rest to maximum in 3 to 4 seconds and then sustained at maximum for approximately 2 s. Participants performed at least two trials with a 2-min rest between trials. If the difference in the measured score of the two trials was >10%, an additional trial was performed. The highest value for the trials was used for analysis. The KES was divided by body mass² (KES/BM).

Measurement of sprint velocity: As described in the previous studies (Funato et al., 2001; Yanagiya et al., 2003), the sprint velocity was measured by a non-motorized treadmill to avoid the influence of the difference in measurement environment on sprint performance. The treadmill was specially designed (D-08011d, Takeiiki, Niigata, Japan) and consisted of a low friction belt, a small flywheel, a handlebar and a rotary encoder. The participants gripped a handlebar in front of them keeping both arms straight and in a horizontal position during running. The height of the handlebar was adjusted to the position of the horizontally straightened arms when each subject ran on the belt. The participants were required to start with standing position at rest and then to accelerate the belt as quickly as possible up to the highest velocity of the belt which was maintained for a few seconds. Participants performed at least 2 trials with 2-min rest between trials.

Electrical signals from the encoder were amplified and fed into a personal computer via an A/D converter (ADAl6-8/2(CB)L, CONTEC, Japan) at a rate of 100 Hz. The pulses produced by the pulse generator were converted to the displacement of the belt by multiplying by a predetermined conversion factor. The instantaneous velocity of the belt was determined by differentiating the
horizontal displacement of the belt. The sprint velocity was defined as the mean value of the six steps included maximal sprint velocity. The highest value between trials was used for analysis.

In a preliminary experiment, we confirmed whether the sprint velocity measured by the non-motorized treadmill is feasible as index of that on the ground. As the result, the internal consistency between the methods for sprint velocity was 0.87, indicating that the reliability of the two assessments is acceptable (≥ 0.70) (Bland and Altman, 1997).

**Measurement of jump height:** The participants were in a standing position, and performed a counter movement jump as high as possible. The position of the jumper on the mat was the same for takeoff and in landing. When jumping, the participants kept their hands on their hips and jumped vertically on a matswitch platform. The height of vertical jump was calculated from the following equation. (Bosco et al., 1983).

\[ \text{Jump height (cm)} = g \times t^2 \times 8^{-1} \]

where \( g \) is acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s\(^2\)) and \( t \) is the time of the flight of the jump (s). The \( t \) taken from takeoff to ground contact was measured by a matswitch system (Multi Jump Tester, DKH, Japan).

The participants completed 3 trials with a rest interval of 1 min between the trials. The highest value for the three trials was used for analysis.

**Assessment of sexual maturation**
Prior to the intervention, the self-assessment of stage of pubic hair based on the criteria of Tanner (Tanner, 1962) was assessed for all participants. The stage consists of 5 classes. This method has been shown to have good validity for the assessment of secondary sex characteristics for Asian children (Duke et al., 1980). To reduce embarrassment, each participant went into a room by himself to complete the self-assessment anonymously (Gurd and Klentrou, 2003). Once completed, the self assessment was confirmed normal distributions by the test. Group differences at baseline were tested using an unpaired t-test. A paired t-test was used to test the significance of changes in all independent variables for both groups. We used an unpaired t-test to test the significance of the difference between the two groups in the relative changes in all variables. Statistical significance was set at \( p < 0.05 \). All data analyses were conducted using a statistical software package (SPSS 19.0 for windows, IBM, Japan).

**Results**
At baseline, no significant difference was found in each of the independent variables between the training and control groups. There was no significant difference in maturity status between the training and control groups (3.5 ± 1.4 vs. 3.6 ± 1.2). In the training group, training frequency and volume per day were 4.4 ± 0.8 days/week and 99.6 ± 1.3 repetitions/day.

Descriptive data on anthropometry and body composition in both groups are summarized in Table 1. After the intervention period, body height and mass significantly increased in both groups without significant group differences in the relative changes. Lean body mass significantly increased in both groups (\( p < 0.01 \)), and the relative change was higher in the training group than in the control group (2.7% vs. 2.0%, \( p = 0.026 \)). Percent body fat for the training group significantly decreased (\( p < 0.01 \)) by 4.2%, whereas that for the control group did not. Body mass index did not significantly change in both groups. Thigh circumference significantly increased in both groups (\( p < 0.01 \)), and the relative change was higher in the training group than in the control group (1.6% vs. 0.7%, \( p = 0.008 \)). Muscle thickness at thigh anterior and its relative to lean body mass\(^{1/3} \) were significantly increased by 3.2% and 2.3% in the training group (\( p < 0.05 \)), whereas not in the control group.

Table 2 presents descriptive data on KES, sprint velocity and jump height in both groups. KES and KES/BM significantly increased in both groups (\( p < 0.01 \)), but the relative changes were higher in the training group than in the control group (KES, 16% vs. 8%, \( p = 0.014 \); KES/BM, 15% vs. 7%, \( p < 0.01 \)). Sprint velocity did not change in the training group, but it significantly increased in the control group. On the other hand, jump height significantly increased in the training group (\( p = 0.042 \)), but not in the control group.

**Table 1. Descriptive data on anthropometry in adolescent boys. Data are means ±SD.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training group (n = 36)</th>
<th>Control group (n = 58)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chronological age (yrs)</strong></td>
<td>13.6 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body height (m)</strong></td>
<td>1.58 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body mass (kg)</strong></td>
<td>49.3 (10.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BMI (kg·m(^{-2}))</strong></td>
<td>19.5 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent body fat (%)</strong></td>
<td>17.5 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lean body mass (kg)</strong></td>
<td>40.1 (6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thigh circumference (cm)</strong></td>
<td>45.8 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MTQF (cm)</strong></td>
<td>4.52 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MTQF/LBM (cm/kg(^{1/3}))</strong></td>
<td>1.32 (.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significance change between Pre and Post (\( p < 0.05 \)). # Significance difference in relative change before intervention (\( p < 0.05 \)). BMI, body mass index; MTQF, muscle thickness of anterior of thigh; LBM, lean body mass.
The main findings of this study were that the 8-wk body mass-based squat exercise training in adolescent boys: 1) decreased percent body fat, 2) increased lean body mass, muscle thickness and strength of the knee extensors, and 3) improved vertical jump height. These results indicate that a body mass-based squat training for 8 weeks is a feasible and effective method for improving body composition, the strength capability of the knee extensors and jump performance in adolescent boys. As a practical application, the body mass-based squat exercise training (100 repetitions/day, <10 min/day) can be conducted easily with large populations in terms of no special equipment and facilities. The number of inactive and obese youth has increased markedly over last two decades (Ogden et al., 2010), and it has links with the occurrence of diabetes, heart disease and hypertension (James, 2004). Individuals who develop a routine of participating in physical activities that can be easily carried into adulthood may be more likely to become active adults (Corbin, 2002). Taken together, these findings suggest that the body mass-based squat training is feasible training method for adolescents, which could be easily added in to school-based physical education programs for adolescent boys.

The changes in body height and mass in the training group were similar to those in the control group. This is consistent with the finding of Malina (2006) in which similar changes in body size were found, regardless of participation in training. In addition, the observed gains in body height and mass are comparable to those in the earlier studies which have examined the effect of resistance training in adolescents (body height, 0.7-2.2 cm; body mass, 0.6-1.1 kg) (Lubans et al., 2010; Vrijens, 1978). The training group showed a significant decrease in percent body fat, indicating that the body mass-based squat exercise training can improve body composition. The observed changes in percent body fat are similar to those reported in supervised resistance training with free weight, machine and elastic tube (Lubans et al., 2010; Velez et al., 2010).

At baseline, the thigh girth and muscle thickness at the thigh anterior were comparable to the findings of Kanehisa et al. (2003). These variables were increased by the current training and the training-induced gains were greater in the training group than in the control group. These results are consistent with the findings of Vrijens (1978) in that the girth and muscle cross-sectional area of thigh were increased by high intensive resistance training.

The training group showed a significant improvement in muscle strength. The gains in knee extension strength (16%) and its relative to body mass (15%) were relatively lower than those observed in prior studies with supervised modality using free weight and machine (19-35%) (Faigenbaum et al., 1999; 2002; 2007a; Lubans et al., 2010; Sailors and Berg, 1987), whereas comparable for those with body mass-based exercise training for elderly individuals (9-22%) (Aniansson and Gustafsson, 1981; Kubo et al., 2003; Nakamoto et al., 2012; Yoshitake et al., 2011). For the knee extensors in young and elderly individuals, muscular activity level during body mass-based squat exercise is associated with muscle strength per body mass (Fujita et al., 2011). Knee extension strength per body mass in adolescents increases across age (De Ste Croix et al., 2002). Taken together, it is reasonable to assume that muscular activity levels during the squat exercise are relatively higher in adolescent boys, and so it would appear to be a sufficient overload for improving knee extension strength. However, Behringer et al. (2010) pointed out that training-induced effects in adolescents are attributed to more training duration as well as frequency than training intensity. As the content of the training program used in this study, the duration was short (8 weeks), the frequency was higher (4.4 ± 0.8 days/week) compared to that used in the earlier studies (2-3 days/week) (Faigenbaum et al., 1999: 2002: 2007b; Lubans et al., 2010; Sailors and Berg, 1987). Hence, it seems that relatively high training frequency would be needed to improve muscular strength through body mass-based squat training.

The vertical jump height significantly improved through the intervention. Earlier findings regarding the effect of resistance training on motor fitness are very unclear (Faigenbaum et al., 2002; 2007a; 2007b; Lillegard et al., 1997; Weeks and Beck, 2012; Weltman et al., 1986). Weltman et al. (1986) demonstrated that resistance training including squat jump exercise increased vertical jump, but not standing long jump. Faigenbaum et al. (2007b) showed that, in adolescent boys, a greater gain in sprint velocity was obtained in the combined training of plyometric and resistance exercises, as compared to only resistance training. Considering these findings, it seems that the improvement in jump performance may be affected by the specificity of the squat exercise which is performed due to force-production to vertical direction.

We should comment on some limitations of the present study. Firstly, the current data was analyzed, regardless of the events of the after-school activities in which the subjects participated. Hence, there is a possibility that the current findings might have been influenced by event-related differences in the after-school sports activities. However, the initial values in the measured variables for the training group did not significantly differ
from the control group. Furthermore, regular participation in sport training during puberty and the adolescent spurt do not appear to influence on body size attained in boys (Malina and Bielicki, 1996; Malina et al., 1997). Considering these findings, it is likely that the effect of event-related difference in the training-induced change might be less for the current results. Secondly, the current findings were obtained from only adolescent boys. Weeks and Beck (2012) have demonstrated that, for adolescents, the execution of body mass-based jump training in school produced sex- and maturity-related differences in the training-induced changes for lean body mass and jump performances. Unfortunately, we did not have the relevant data, and further investigations are needed to clarify this point.

Conclusion

In summary, the current results indicate that body mass-based squat training for 8 weeks is a feasible and effective method for improving body composition and muscular strength of the knee extensors, and jump performance in adolescent boys.
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Key points
- An 8-wk body mass-based squat exercise training decreased percent body fat in adolescent boys.
- The body mass-based squat exercise training increased muscle size and strength capability of the knee extensors in adolescent boys.
- The squat exercise training improves vertical jump height in adolescent boys.
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